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Modern Language Association (MLA) 8th Edition Format and Documentation 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
This handout covers the most common, basic elements of MLA 8 formatting and documentation. For further information, consult the 

MLA Manual, 8th edition, available at the Chester Fritz Library, or visit the MLA website: http://www.mla.org.  

 

Formatting Your Paper 
 

 Margins: All margins (top, bottom, and sides) set at 1 inch. 

 Font and Typeface: Times New Roman (TNF) and 12-point font.  

 Page Numbering: Provide page number in the top right header preceeded by your last name by selecting insert > page 

numbers (these should also be TNR, 12 pt. font). 

 Spacing: Unless otherwise indicated the entire document should be double-spaced (including the Works Cited page). 

Adjust Microsoft Word’s default line spacing: Home> Paragraph> Line Spacing Options> Spacing> After> 0 pt. 

 Title Page: MLA does not require a title page; instead, the first page of the paper should begin with four lines, double-

spaced, indicating: your name, name of the course instructor, name of course, and due date (in this order). 

 

In the modified example below, see how Antonia Peacocke’s essay from They Say, I Say is formatted (145-159). 

 

http://www.mla.org/
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Creating the Works Cited Page 

 
 Page Numbering: Continue the page numbering from the main body of your paper. 

 Title: “Works Cited” should be centered and one inch from the top of the page. 

 Spacing: The Works Cited should also be double spaced.  

 Indenting: The only lines of the citation that needs to be indented are the those beyond the first line if the citation is multiple 

lines long (see sample below).  

 Organization: Sources should be listed alphabetically by the author’s last name. If there is no author, use the first word in 

the title of the source other than A, An, or The (see sample below). 

 Last name first: All sources, if they have an author, should be listed last name first followed by a comma and then the 

author’s first name (see sample below). 

 

Here is a sample of Lisa James’ Works Cited page that she included at the end of her essay. 
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Sample of Most Common Works Cited Page Entries 

 
 An Article in Scholarly Journal 

 Database Journal 

Author’s Lastname, Firstname. “Title of Article.” Journal Title, Volume number, Issue number, Month or Season 

Year of Publication, Page numbers. Database Title, URL or DOI.  

 

Clarke, Michael Tavel. “‘I Feel Close to Myself’: Solipsism and U.S. Imperialism in Tim O’Brien’s The Things 

They Carried.” College Literature, vol. 40, no. 2, Spring 2013, pp. 130-54. Project Muse, 

doi:10.1353/lit.2013.0018. 

 

 A Book by a Single Author 

 Print Book 

Author’s Lastname, Firstname. Book Title. Publisher, Year of publication/Copyright date. 

 

O’Brien, Tim. Going After Cacciato. Dell Publishing, 1978. 

 

 Work in an Anthology or Compliation 

Author’s Lastname, Firstname. “Title of Work” or Title of Work. Anthology Title, edited by Editor’s Firstname 

Lastname, Publisher, Year of publication/Copyright date, page numbers.  

 

Foer, Joshua. “The End of Remembering.” Ways of Reading: An Anthology for Writers, 10th ed., Edited by David 

Bartholomae, Anthony Petrosky, and Stacey Waite, Bedford/Martin’s, 2014, pp. 160-175. 

 

 A Book by Two or More Authors 

 2 Authors 

Author 1’s Lastname, Firstname, and Author 2’s Firstname Lastname. Book Title. Publisher, Year of 

publication/Copyright date. 

 

Hughes, Linda K., and Michael Lund. Victorian Publishing and Mrs. Gaskell’s Work. UP of Virginia, 1999. 

 

 3+ Authors 

Author 1’s Lastname, Firstname, et al. Book Title. Publisher, Year of publication/Copyright date. 

 

Davis, Alex, et al. The Essential Glossary: Irish Studies, edited by John Goodby, Arnold, 2003. 

 

 A Nonperiodical Web Publication (including web sites sponsored by newspapers, magazines, news organizations, etc.) 

 Web-only magazine or magazine Web site 

Author’s Lastname, Firstname. “Title Article.” Web Site Title, Day Month Year of publication, page numbers [if 

any], URL. 

 

Alston, Joshua. “Puffy Combs Revives ‘Raisin.’” Newsweek, 24 Feb. 2008, www.newsweek.com/puffy-combs-

revives-raisin-93493. 

 

 Newspaper Web site 

Author’s Lastname, Firstname. “Title Article.” Newspaper Title, Day Month Year of publication, URL. 

 

Wren, Celia. “Family Bonds, Music Play Together in Quiara Alegria Hudes’s ‘Water by the Spoonful.’” The 

Washington Post, 28 Feb. 2014, www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/theatre_dance/family-bonds-

music-play-together-in-quiara-alegria-hudness-water-by-the-spoonful/2014/02/27/941f00de-9b38-11e3-

8112-52fdf646027b_story.html. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.newsweek.com/puffy-combs-revives-raisin-93493
http://www.newsweek.com/puffy-combs-revives-raisin-93493
http://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/theatre_dance/family-bonds-music-play-together-in-quiara-alegria-hudness-water-by-the-spoonful/2014/02/27/941f00de-9b38-11e3-8112-52fdf646027b_story.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/theatre_dance/family-bonds-music-play-together-in-quiara-alegria-hudness-water-by-the-spoonful/2014/02/27/941f00de-9b38-11e3-8112-52fdf646027b_story.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/theatre_dance/family-bonds-music-play-together-in-quiara-alegria-hudness-water-by-the-spoonful/2014/02/27/941f00de-9b38-11e3-8112-52fdf646027b_story.html
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Most Common In-text Citations 
 

Author’s name appears in the sentence: 
In “Hunger as Ideology,” Susan Bordo claims that women are inundated with advertisements in which “food is constructed as 

a sexual object of desire and eating is legitimated as much more than a purely nutritive activity” (150). 

 

Author’s name does not appear in the sentence: 

We demand images of youth because “sagging flesh is almost the ultimate signifier of decay and disorder” (Bordo 176). 

 

Block quotes: 

“When a prose quotation takes up more than four lines of your essay or includes a paragraph break, indent it ½ inch from 

the left margin [1 tab] to create a block quotation. Do not enclose the quotation in quotation marks, since these are implied 

by the formatting” (Mays 2270, emphasis original). 

   

Graff and Birkenstein explain how some writers do not summarize effectively: 

Many writers shy away from summarizing—perhaps because they don’t want to take the trouble to go abck 

to the text in question and wreste with what it says, or because they fear that devoting too much time to 

other people’s ideas will take away from their own. When assigned to write a response to an article, such 

writers might offer their own views on the article topic while hardly mentioning what the article itself 

argues or says. At the opposite extreme are those who do nothing but summarize. Lacking confidence, 

perhaps, in their own ideas, these writers so overload teir texts with summaries of others’ ideas that their 

own voice gets lost. And since these summaries are not animate by the writers’ own interests, they often 

read like mere lists of the things that X thinks or Y says—with no clear focus. (30) 

 

Two Authors: 

In the end of The Gold Rush, the main character George was able to find his wife even though she was swept away by the 

current (Benson and Mumford 26). 

 

Three or more authors: 

 If a source has three or more authors, use the last name of the first author followed by “et al.”: 

 

We are told that “The earliest surviving architectural forms in Ireland are the remains of ring forts” (Davis et al. 13). 

 

Corporate Author/No Identified Author: 

Reading at Risk: A Survey of Literary Reading in America notes that despite an apparent decline in reading during the same 

period, “the number of people doing creative writing—of any genre, not exclusively literary works—increased substantially 

between 1982 and 2002” (3). 

 

OR 

 

Despite an apparent decline in reading during the same period, “the number of people doing creative writing—of any genre, 

not exlusively literary works—increased substantially between 1982 and 2002” (Reading 3). 
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